
 

IIT Bhubaneswar study confirms social distancing norms, effectiveness of face mask 
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Highlighting the significance of social distancing to comprise the unfold of COVID-19, a brand 
new examine at IIT Bhubaneswar has discovered that small droplets launched throughout a 
sneeze can journey as much as 25 toes with out protecting measures like a face masks and tiny 
particles can even escape by means of such gears. 

The examine mentioned protecting measures like face masks and face defend successfully cut 
back the leakage and attain of the sneeze inside 1ft3ft. Nonetheless, they don’t fully cease the 
leakage of smaller droplets, it mentioned. 

Therefore social distancing is equally vital. The examine recommends utilizing the elbow or 
hand to forestall droplets leakage even after sporting a masks throughout coughing and 
sneezing, IIT Bhubaneswar mentioned in an announcement. 

Noting that controlling the virus from spreading has been a significant problem, it mentioned 
the examine was performed on the efficacy of assorted non-standard and commonplace face 
masks beneath the act of sneezing. 

The examine, performed by Dr Venugopal Arumuru, Assistant Professor, Faculty of 
Mechanical Science (SMS), and his staff, confirmed that with out protectives measures like a 
face masks, the smaller droplets expelled throughout a sneeze can journey as much as 25ft in a 
stagnant surroundings. 

It confirms and in addition recommends a social distancing of 6ft from all orientations to 
forestall transmission of COVID- 19. 



“Within the COVID-19 state of affairs, the current examine will enhance the understanding of 
smaller droplets/particles dynamics in turbulent flows, which causes transmission of the virus. 
These visualisation outcomes will deliver consciousness to put on a masks and preserve social 
distancing for most people,” it mentioned. 

Prof R V Raja Kumar, Director, IIT Bhubaneswar, mentioned the college and college students 
teams of the Institute have labored tirelessly through the COVID-19 pandemic by arising with 
expertise growth and analysis research of excessive societal relevance. 

Congratulating the staff for conducting such targeted research on current societal relevance, 
Prof Raja Kumar mentioned the present examine is a step on this path. “As well-known, the 
unfold of COVID-19 an infection is especially by means of droplets ejected throughout 
coughing, sneezing, and speaking. The current examine exhibits how smaller droplets can leak 
by means of numerous protectives measures. The significance of social distancing is clearly 
evident from this examine,” he added. 

These outcomes won’t solely unfold consciousness however will inspire researchers to deliver 
innovation to face masks design. 

I wish to reiterate that our researchers at IIT Bhubaneswar will proceed to deal with COVID-
19 associated analysis and growth to assist mankind within the ongoing battle towards the 
pandemic,” Prof Raja Kumar mentioned. 

Prof Sujit Roy, Dean R & D, IIT Bhubaneswar says, “The discovering by the IIT Bhubaneswar 
staff is anticipated to create new consciousness on COVID-19, which can additional assist in 
stopping its transmission by way of neighborhood unfold.” Dr Mihir Kumar Pandit, Head of 
Faculty of Mechanical Sciences, IIT Bhubaneswar says, “The current examine has come out 
very properly in visually highlighting the escape of droplets from numerous non-standard 
masks, which is extensively used. Therefore, the outcomes will deliver consciousness to the 
frequent public.” Dr Arumuru mentioned “Our circulate visualisation examine exhibits how 
smaller particles escape from the varied face masks and the way far they journey throughout 
sneezing. The significance of social distancing is visually evident from this examine, which 
can educate most people on the significance of the face masks and social distancing to forestall 
transmission of COVID-19.” He mentioned “Our proposed easy experimental setup can be 
utilized to check new face masks designs. The sneeze is simulated on the exit of the nostril of 
a normal model, utilizing air and tracer particles.” The peer-reviewed article has been chosen 
as a “Featured Article” in Physics of Fluids Journal by the American Bodily Society, the 
discharge added. 

https://morningupdates.com/iit-bhubaneswar-study-confirms-social-distancing-norms-
effectiveness-of-face-mask/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 


